Rally Monza didn’t figure on the original 2020 WRC calendar but the pandemic forced the promoter and the FIA to seek alternatives to the fixtures that had to be cancelled. The part of the rally that takes place at the circuit itself will be a big challenge in terms of tyre management as the track surface’s unique characteristics clearly differ from those of ordinary roads. The weather at this time of year could bring some surprises, so this has the makings of being a very interesting event that will put tyre strategy at the centre of conversations once more as we wrap up the season.
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The 2020 Rally Monza sees Michelin bow out from the FIA WRC

MICHELIN’S TYRES FOR THE 2020 RALLY MONZA

**MICHELIN PILOT SPORT**

- **WRC**
  - **H5** (Hard)
  - **S6** (Soft)
  - **FW3** (Rain)
  - **A4** (Non-studded)

** Allocation:** Drivers may use up to **28 tyres** from an overall allocation of 24 H5s, 18 S6s, 12 FW3s and 8 A4s.

**MICHELIN PILOT SPORT R33** (Hard), **RS** (Soft)
**MICHELIN PILOT SPORT A MW1** (Rain)
**MICHELIN PILOT ALPIN NA00** (Non-studded)

✓ ** Allocation:** Drivers may use up to **26 tyres** from an overall allocation of 22 R33s, 16 RSs, 12 A MW1s and 8 NA00s.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3 (4.33KM)

10:01am  Shakedown (Monza Circuit)  4.64km
1:55pm  Start, Monza Circuit
2:08pm  SS1  The Monza Legacy  4.33km
2:10pm  Service, Monza Circuit  45 minutes

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4 (69.61KM)

7:25am  Service/Tyre change, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
7:58am  SS2  Junior 1  13.43km
8:18am  Flexi Service, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
10:08am  SS3  Junior 2  13.43km
10:28am  Flexi Service, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
12:38pm  SS4  Roggia 1  16.22km
1:02pm  Flexi Service, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
3:08pm  SS5  Roggia 2  16.22km
3:32pm  Flexi Service, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
5:38pm  SS6  Grand Prix 1  10.31km
5:58pm  Service, Monza Circuit  45 minutes

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5 (126.95KM)

6:30am  Service/Tyre change, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
7:52am  SS7  Selvino 1  25.07km
9:08am  SS8  Gerosa 1  11.09km
10:02am  SS9  Costa Valle Imagina 1  22.17km
11:35am  Service/Tyre change, Monza Circuit  40 minutes
1:22pm  SS10  Selvino 2  25.07km
2:38pm  SS11  Gerosa 2  11.09km
3:32pm  SS12  Costa Valle Imagina 2  22.17km
5:10pm  Service/Tyre change, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
5:38pm  SS13  Grand Prix 2  10.31km
5:58pm  Service, Monza Circuit  45 minutes

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6 (40.25KM)

7:15am  Service/Tyre change, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
7:48am  SS14  Grand Prix 3  10.31km
8:08am  Flexi Service, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
10:08am  SS15  Serraglio 1  14.97km
10:30am  Flexi Service, Monza Circuit  15 minutes
12:18pm  SS16  Serraglio 2 Power Stage  14.97km
2:00pm  Podium ceremony, Monza Circuit

66 ENTRIES
TOTAL DISTANCE: 513.83KM
divided into 16 special stages (8 different) totalling 241.14km.
A mix of stages at the Autodromo Nazionale di Monza and on roads in the region

AUTODROMO NAZIONALE DI MONZA
Built in 1922, the Autodromo Nazionale di Monza combines a high-speed oval and a conventional race circuit
Monza hosted Formula 1’s Italian Grand Prix in 1950, year of the first F1 Drivers’ World Championship
Monza is one of the world’s fastest circuits
Michelin won the Italian Grand Prix at Monza seven times in the period from 1979 to 2005
In 2005, Michelin monopolised the Monza podium with Montoya, Alonso and Fisichella
Michelin has won the 1,000km of Monza (European Le Mans Series) five times
Michelin has also won numerous FIA GT races at Monza

MICHELIN STATISTIC
Michelin is on target to score its 347th FIA World Rally Championship victory at Monza, as well as its 30th WRC Manufacturers’ title and 28th Drivers’ crown
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MICHELIN GREEN GUIDE
Discover the spectacular landscapes, diverse culture and heritage and remarkable culinary delights of north Italy with the Michelin Green Guide Northern Italy
MICHELIN’S 2020 RANGE
OF CUSTOMER RALLY TYRES PACKS TECHNOLOGY TRIED
AND TESTED IN THE FIA WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP (WRC).
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